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if you know the name of the game, its no big secret that lula 3d has a feminist agenda, using the plight of the girls and their
bumbling kidnapper as a means to a variety of ends, including the promotion of a feminist agenda and a number of other rights.
but what you probably didn't know was that lula 3d is actually a very poorly-written game, that doesn't even come close to being
able to deliver the promises of its manifesto. it's not a very long game (about a dozen hours or so), but it's definitely not a very

good game. i found myself getting into its feminist message only to be immediately disappointed by its lackluster gameplay. the
first time i encountered this disappointment was when i was forced to jump into the 3d world, as the game makes its big entrance
in a cut-scene that's only mildly interesting, with some brief 3d animation. as my eyes adjusted to the 3d, it slowly dawned on me

that its not so much of a 3d game after all, as the walls were doubling as characters that pop up from either side of me. this
apparently subtle, yet apparently out-of-place attempt to add 3d flair to an otherwise 2d game would be a constant motif

throughout the remainder of the game. there's not a great deal of aural pleasure to be found in lula 3d either. music is used
sparingly outside of the agonizingly long load times, and sound effects get the job done while being fairly nondescript. voice

acting ranges from pretty good to downright awful. lula herself has a pleasant voice, albeit with an indiscernible english accent of
some kind. unfortunately, each character pauses vocally for breaks in the subtitles, which sounds completely unnatural. your
faithful canine companion, meanwhile, continually sounds like he's in pain, or at least inconsolably forlorn. if i could translate

doggie language, i'd guess that his sorrowful yelps and whines are probably saying, is this game ever going to end
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lula 3d crack is a downloadable download for the nintendo ds and the playstation portable. it is available for us $9.99 and
australian $12.99. the download is just over 100mb and takes roughly 15 minutes to download. once the download is complete,
you can start playing right away. the game has an e-shop rating of 20+ with 150+ reviews. lula is certainly a good-looking lady.
she's blonde, and she's got that lithe, gymnastic build, so she looks quite at home in the landscape of tights and wandering butt.
she's also very well-endowed, and the titillation factor is high from the get-go, which is fine. but it doesn't keep getting better as
the game progresses. lula 3d pc patch she's a crudely modelled character with lots of fake boobies and her caboose is the size of

a horse's head. the facial features are decent, and her voice is also well-done, but the facial animations are clunky, so her
expression never seems to match what she's saying or doing. and the voice actress is capable of some rather eccentric

impressions, which are thankfully saved for the movie scenes, but they seem to be the only scenes in which she gets to talk. and
once again, she's slow. the puzzles are pretty similar to those in most other adventure games. theyre mostly easy but not

particularly clever, as the game gives players very little room for creativity, which is a real shame, given how much potential
there is for a game that takes place in a particular setting. most of the puzzles involve manipulating objects to solve a little riddle,

and some of these are even clever. but it's just a shame that the environments are so unimaginative. one problem with the
puzzles is that some of them are oddly verbose. for example, theres a puzzle in which the player must throw one of two items at

a statue. theres a two-second delay, and then theres a cutscene of the statue banging its head against a wall. and after that,
theres a short puzzle scene in which theres a riddle involving the statue. lula 3d patch, you know, when your about to throw

something at an object, you might want to check to see if theres something nearby before you throw it. the game is very
disjointed in its pacing and is very easy to get lost in the story. its a real shame that the game has two endings (you know, the

kind of endings that usually cause people to get frustrated with a game), and one of the endings is worse than the original,
although it comes with less annoying voice-over segments. 5ec8ef588b
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